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Orchard Room Terms & Conditions 

 

1. This Agreement  

1.1 Agreement: The Provider agrees to provide during standard business hours meeting rooms, Wi-Fi and 

access to toilets  

1.2 Applicable law: This agreement is interpreted and enforced in accordance with the law of England & 

Wales. 

 

2. Use  

2.1 Providing the Facilities: The Provider has the right to suspend the provision of the service for reasons of political unrest, 

strikes or other events beyond our reasonable control.  

2.2 Business Name: The Client must not use the name of the Provider in any way in connection with its business.  

  

3. Compliance  

3.1 Comply with the law: The Client must comply with all relevant laws and regulations in the conduct of its business. The 

Client must do nothing illegal in connection with its use of the Orchard Room. The Client must not do anything that 

may interfere with the use of whole business premises which may cause any nuisance or annoyance, increase the 

insurance premiums the Provider has to pay, or cause loss or damage to the Provider (including damage to reputation) 

or to the owner of any interest in the building which contains the Orchard Room. The Client acknowledges that (a) the 

terms of the foregoing sentence are a material inducement in the Provider’s execution of this agreement and (b) any 

violation by the Client of the foregoing sentence shall constitute a material default by the Client hereunder, entitling 

the Provider to terminate this agreement, without further notice or procedure.  

 

4. The Provider’s Liability  

4.1 The Provider is not liable for any loss resulting from the Provider’s failure to provide any services unless the Provider 

does so deliberately or is negligent. The Provider is also not liable for (i) any service failure until the Client has told the 

Provider about it and has given a reasonable time to put it right or (ii) if the meeting room becomes permanently 

unavailable (in which case the Provider will try to find an alternative venue). The Provider will be liable without limit 

for personal injury or death; up to a maximum of 100% of fees paid under this agreement. The Client accepts 

responsibility for their equipment whilst on the premises and the Client is liable at all times for the loss or damage to 

any of the Provider’s equipment.  

 

5. Fees  

5.1 Payment Terms: The Fee is the total of the product charges and additional services quoted at the time of booking. A 

credit card must be provided against the relevant product and additional service fees where a pre-approved account 

is not available. These fees will be charged upon confirmation of the booking. For those locations where advance 

payment is not available, payment will be made upon departure on the day of use. 

  

Unit 1, The Laurels 
Stone  
Berkeley 
GL13 9LD 
UK 
 
T: 00 44 (0) 1454 430 209 
M: 00 44 (0) 7703 194 697 
W: Spenic.com 
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6. Cancellation Policies  

6.1 The below table applies to the Orchard Room Bookings.  

  

  

6.2 Any services that the Provider is charged for by third parties on the Client’s behalf will be charged through to the Client 

regardless of the above cancellation policy.  

6.3 If a booking is for a multiple or consecutive day(s), the cancellation policy applies to each individual day within the 

booking  

6.4 Number of days noted in the above table are business days.  

  

7. Changes in Terms  

7.1 The Provider reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions at any time. 

 


